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Theory of a two-step enantiomeric purification of racemic mixtures
by optical means: The D 2S2 molecule
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Moshe Shapiro
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~Received 11 April 2003; accepted 11 June 2003!

We present an optical ‘‘enantio-purification switch’’ that turns in two steps a racemic mixture of
left-handed and right-handed chiral molecules into a pure sample containing the enantiomer of
interest. The optical switch is composed of an ‘‘enantio discriminator’’ and an ‘‘enantio converter’’
acting in tandem. The method is robust, insensitive to decay processes, and does not require
molecular preorientation. We demonstrate the method for the nanosecond purification of a racemate
of ~transiently chiral! D2S2 molecules. The energies of the rovibrational states and the related dipole
elements are obtained byab initio calculations. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The ‘‘enantio separation’’ of ‘‘racemic’’ mixtures~i.e.,
mixtures of enantiomers that are chiral molecules and t
mirror images!, is one of the most important and difficu
problems in chemistry.1–5 The even more ambitious task o
converting the entire mixture into one enantiomer of cho
~‘‘enantio purification’’! has also received much attentio
The possibility of achieving this goal by purely optic
means has been a topic of much interest in recent years6–16

In particular, this goal was shown to be realizable, using
strong electric–dipole photon coupling, by employing thr
~mutually perpendicular, linearly polarized! light beams in a
method termed ‘‘laser distillation.’’9–11 The laser distillation
method, which involves the application of many cycles
optical excitation followed by relaxation,9 was shown to be
capable of gradually achieving enantio purification.

Our objective of the present paper is to show how t
task can be performed in just two steps. Our method is ba
on a previous suggestion, according to which enantio se
ration ~as distinct from enantio purification! could be
achieved by a ‘‘cyclic population transfer’’~CPT! process.15

According to this approach, which is an extension of ad
batic passage~AP! phenomena,17–19 one can separate ena
tiomers by executing an adiabatic population transfer proc
between three~e.g., rovibrational! quantum states, denoted a
u1&, u2&, andu3&. The method makes use of the fact that chi
molecules, which lack an inversion center, possess eig
states of ill-defined parity. As a result, it is possible to e
ecute simultaneously a one-photon transitionu1&→u3& and a
two-photon transition u1&→u2&→u3&, thereby forming a
‘‘loop’’ or a ‘‘cycle’’ in which the two processes interfere
Simultaneously, theu1&→u2& process interferes with th
u1&→u3&→u2& process.

a!Electronic mail: ioannis@weizmann.ac.il
5100021-9606/2003/119(10)/5105/12/$20.00
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The interference of these transitions renders CPT dep
dent on the total phasew of the three Rabi frequencies~the
product of the transition dipoles and the electric fields!.15,16

Since transition dipole matrix elements of the two enan
omers often differ in sign, the population evolution in th
two enantiomers under the action of the three fields can
different. As a result, when both enantiomers initially occu
stateu1&, one enantiomer can be excited to stateu2&, while the
other is transferred to stateu3&. By merely changingw by p,
one can exchange the enantiomer in stateu2& with its mirror
image in stateu3&. In this manner one can distinguish b
tween the enantiomers and potentially separate them by,
performing a selective ionization of the unwanted molecu

The great advantage of the CPT scheme is that the s
ration process can be completed in just one step. Moreo
the process can take place solely on the ground electr
surface. In this way one can avoid disruptive competing p
cesses, such as dissociation and internal conversion.10 On the
other hand, CPT is sensitive to variations in the lasers
rameters, and, contrary to ‘‘laser distillation,’’9 CPT leads to
enantio separation but not to enantio purification~i.e., there
is no conversion of one enantiomer into the other!.

In this work, we present a robust extension of CP
called the ‘‘enantio-purification switch,’’ which can comple
the purification of racemic mixtures by using optical puls
in two consecutive steps. In the first step, termed an ‘‘ena
discriminator,’’ we excite only one enantiomer, while leavin
the other enantiomer in the mixture in its initial state. In t
second step, called the ‘‘enantio converter,’’ the specific
cited enantiomer is converted to its mirror image form. Th
in just two steps, the racemic mixture of chiral molecules c
be converted into the enantiomer of choice. Furthermore,
use of three mutually perpendicular polarizations during
first, enantio-discriminating step makes the prepolarizat
or preorientation of the molecules unnecessary.11 The
5 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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enantio-purification switch is demonstrated computationa
for the ~transiently chiral! D2S2 molecule.

This paper is organized as follows: Following our pr
liminary account,16 the principles of the enantio discrimina
tor are introduced in Sec. II, with D2S2 serving as an ex-
ample. The principles of the ‘‘enantio converter’’ and th
action of the ‘‘enantio-purification switch’’ on D2S2 are pre-
sented in Sec. III. Details of theab initio calculations of the
ground potential energy and electric dipole surfaces of D2S2 ,
as well as the rovibrational eigenstates used, are present
Sec. IV. Conclusions are drawn in Sec. V.

II. THE BASIC THEORY
OF THE ENANTIO-DISCRIMINATOR

We consider a system composed ofN molecular states
u i & of energiesv i ~where atomic units, with\51, are used!,
being driven by an oscillating electric field,

E~ t !5(
iÞ j

Re@ ê i , jEi , j~ t !e2 iv i , j t#, ~1!

where ê i , j are the polarization directions of each field com
ponent and thev i , j frequencies are chosen to be in resona
with the u i &↔u j & transition frequencies, i.e.,v i , j'v i2v j .
With the Rabi frequencies defined asV i , j (t)5m i , jEi , j (t),
wherem i , j are the matrix elements of the transition-dipo
component in the polarization direction, the Hamiltonian
the system in the rotating wave approximation is given a

H5(
i 51

N

v i u i &^ i u1 (
i . j 51

N

„V i , j~ t !e2 iv i , j tu i &^ j u1H.c.…. ~2!

Expanding the system wave function as

uc~ t !&5(
i 51

N

ci~ t !e2 iv i tu i &, ~3!

we obtainc5(c1 ,c2 ,...,cN)T (T denotes transpose!, the~col-
umn! vector of the slow varying coefficients, as the soluti
of the matrix Schro¨dinger equation,ċ(t)52 iH(t)"c(t), with
H(t) being the effective Hamiltonian matrix, whose explic
form is given for the enantio discriminator and the enan
converter below.

We now specialize the treatment to a pair of enan
omers. We assume a situation, depicted in Fig. 1 for D2S2 , in
which the ground electronic state contains two identical
tential minima separated by a high barrier. At sufficien
low energies the molecular states appear as pairsu i &D and
u i &L localized about the right~D! or left ~L! potential mini-
mum. If the barrier is sufficiently high, these states are
generate and stationary, as they are practically identica
energy to the symmetric and antisymmetric true molecu
energy eigenstates, denoted asu i &S and u i &A , respectively,
where

u i &S51/A2@ u i &L1u i &D],
~4!

u i &A51/A2@ u i &L2u i &D].

As the energy gets higher the~tunneling! splitting between
the u i &S and u i &A levels gets larger and larger and theu i &D,L

states cease to be stationary. Eventually the interconver
oaded 26 May 2011 to 131.193.196.159. Redistribution subject to AIP licen
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between the enantiomers becomes so facile and fast that
more physical to work with the true energy eigensta
u i &S,A .

In the ‘‘enantio-discriminator’’ step, shown schema
cally in the upper plot of Fig. 2, we wish to separate t
~racemic! mixture into the two enantiomers. Assuming th
the two enantiomers are initially in a statistical mixture

FIG. 1. ~Color! The double well potential energy for the torsional motion
the D2S2 molecule. The two enantiomers connected by this stereo-muta
path are shown above their respective wells.

FIG. 2. ~Upper plot! a schematic plot of the enantio discriminator. The thr
levels of each enantiomer are resonantly coupled by three fields. Parti
dipole moments of the two enantiomers have opposite signs.~Lower plot!
the time-dependence of the eigenvalues of the enentio discriminator.
population initially follows theuE0& dark state. Att'tp the population
crosses over diabatically touE2& for one enantiomer and touE1& for the
other.
se or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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the u1&D,L states, the task of the ‘‘discriminator’’ is to sele
tively transfer one enantiomer to theu3& state, while keeping
the other enantiomer in theu1& state. This is a complicate
task because, due to the near degeneracy of theu i &L and the
u i &D levels for i 51, 2, 3, the driving light fieldE(t) simul-
taneously excites the same transitions in both enantiom
Hence, we take advantage of the two CPT excitation loo

u1&L↔u2&L↔u3&L↔u1&L ,
~5!

u1&D↔u2&D↔u3&D↔u1&D ,

in which the two enantiomers are subjected todifferentinter-
ference conditions, and thus undergodifferentexcitation, as
we explain below.

The effective 333 Hamiltonian matrix of the enantio
discriminator is given by

H~ t !5F 0 V12* ~ t ! V13* ~ t !

V12~ t ! 0 V23* ~ t !

V13~ t ! V23~ t ! 0
G . ~6!

The overall enantio discriminator works as follows: the e
citation process starts with a ‘‘dump’’ pulseE23(t) that
couples theu2& and u3& states. We choose the pulse such t
the Rabi frequency has a form,V2,3(t)5Vmaxf(t), where
f (t)5exp@2t2/tp

2# with Vmax51 ns21. At this stage of the
process all the population is in the adiabatic leveluE0&. We
next simultaneouslyadd two ‘‘pump’’ pulses, of Rabi fre-
quencies V12(t)5V13(t)5Vmaxf(t22tp) that couple the
u1&↔u2& and theu1&↔u3& states.

It turns out15 that the difference in the dynamics of theD
and L enantiomers with respect to the process of Eq.~5!
arises from a difference in sign between the respec
electric–dipole matrix elements, for a particular polarizati
of laser fields inducing the transition. This situation also o
curs in D2S2 , as shown in Table VI of Sec. IV, where it
dipole moments for all transitions relevant to the enan
meric switch are tabulated. The phasef i , j5f i , j

m 1f i , j
E of

each Rabi frequencyV i , j (t) is a sum of the~enantio-

specific! phase of them i , j5um i , j ueif i , j
m

dipole matrix element
and the ~common! phase of the electric field compone

Ei , j5uEi , j ueif i , j
E

, resonant with thei→ j transition. The total
phasew of the product of the three Rabi frequenciesV i , j (t),
defined asw[f1,21f2,31f3,1, and different in the two
enantiomers, makes theD andL dynamics different.15

In order to understand this, we consider the tim
dependent dressed adiabatic eigenstatesuE2&, uE0&, and
uE1& of the Hamiltonian~6!, depicted in the lower panel o
Fig. 2. We obtain that at the particular time,t5tp , when the
three Rabi frequencies are equal, theE0(t) eigenvalue coin-
cides with~‘‘crosses’’! either theE1(t) or theE2(t) eigen-
value, depending onw. Depending on the polarizations of th
fields, one or all of the three Rabi frequenciesV i , j of the two
enantiomers differ by a sign. This means in either case
wD5wL1p and it follows that the eigenvalues crossing ea
other att5tp are different for the two enantiomers.15 At t
5tp , the system experiencesdiabatic dynamics and make
oaded 26 May 2011 to 131.193.196.159. Redistribution subject to AIP licen
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a smooth transition from the initially populateduE0& eigen-
state to eitheruE2& or uE1&, depending on whetherw50 or
w5p, i.e., on the identity of the enantiomer.

After the crossing is complete, att@tp , the eigenvalues
separate and the dynamics become adiabatic again.
enantiomer population therefore remains confined to eit
uE2& or uE1&. At this stage we slowly switch off theE1,2(t)
pulse while keeping theE1,3(t) field on. Consequently, the
zero adiabatic eigenstateuE0& correlates adiabatically with
stateu2&, which thus becomesemptyafter this process, while
the occupieduE1& and uE2& states correlate touE6&→(u1&
6u3&)/A2.

In order to complete the process, we modifyV1,3, by
adding to it a chirped component, of the form f (t
24tp)exp$2itVmaxf(t26tp)%. Therefore,V1,3 assumes the
form

V1,3~ t !5Vmax
„f ~ t22tp!1 f ~ t24tp!

3exp$2 i tVmaxf ~ t26tp!%…. ~7!

The role of the chirped component in Eq.~7! is to adiabati-
cally couple stateu1& to state u3&, since its action in the
$u1&,u3&% space is governed by an effective 232 Hamiltonian,

Heff~ t !5VmaxF f ~ t26tp!/2 f ~ t24tp!

f ~ t24tp! 2 f ~ t26tp!/2G . ~8!

As a result of the chirp, att'5tp , the two eigenstates o
Heff(t) change their nature adiabatically from the superpo
tion state ~u1&6u3&!/& to either u1& or u3&, depending on
whetherw50 or w5p. Due to the ‘‘p/2 rotation’’ induced by
the chirped pulse, one enantiomer returns to the initialu1&
state and the other switches over to theu3& state. We find the
enantio discriminator to be a robust process, with all po
lation transfer taking place smoothly without any oscill
tions.

In the laboratory implementation one envisions using
phase stabilized cw source at one of the frequencies of in
est, sayv2,1, to seed a nonlinear crystal. Thus, given anv2,3

pulse, thev1,3 pulse will be generated~by sum-frequency or
difference-frequency mixing!, like in an OPA, in addition to
the v2,1 pulse. By introducing a phase delay element in t
path of either one of these three pulses we can control
relative phase between them. Additionally, by changing
phase of the cw seed light we can make sure that the sum
the three phases~the ‘‘phase sum’’! of the three pulses is
controllable.

Because it is not possible to say fromab initio theory
which ~D or L! enantiomer would be formed in the lab from
a particular phase sum~this problem is akin to the fact that i
is impossible to give anab initio definition of the ‘‘right’’
and ‘‘left’’ concepts, and one must always use some stand
to decide which is which!, we must monitor the enantiome
formation; if we see that we are purifying the unwant
enantiomer, we then give a phase shift ofp to the v2,1 cw
seed light in order to obtain the desired one.

This completes the discussion of the enantio discrimi
tor, which separates the two enantiomers, by exciting one
them and leaving the other unexcited. We can, as in Ref.
be content with just that, but in order to go further a
se or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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achieve enantio purification,16 we need to activelyconvert
one enantiomer that has been thus separated to its mi
imaged form, as we discuss in Sec. III.

III. THE ENANTIO CONVERTER

Assuming that theL enantiomer has been excited to t
u3&L state by the enantio-discriminator scheme, we now p
ceed to show how to convert it into aD enantiomer~in, say,
the u4&D state!, while leaving theD enantiomer intact in the
u1&D state. We discuss the enantio-conversion strategy
two different schemes,A andB, shown in Fig. 3.

A. Scheme A

In this scheme, presented in Ref. 16, we perform
enantio conversion by creating a superposition of the w
separatedu5&S and u5&A states~see Table V!. The ‘‘enantio-
converter’’ process, a variation of a multipath trans
technique,20 follows the path

u3&L→ae2 iv5,Stu5&S1be2 iv5,Atu5&A→u4&D , ~9!

schematically shown in the upper plot of Fig. 3.
The process starts with the application of two simul

neous ‘‘dump’’ pulses,E4,5S(t) and E4,5A(t), of durationtp

@(v5,S2v5,A)21, which resonantlycouple each of theu5&S

and u5&A states to theu4&L and u4&D state. After a delay of
;2tp , two ‘‘pump’’ pulses, E3,5S(t) and E3,5A(t), which
resonantly couple each of theu5&S andu5&A states to theu3&L

and u3&D states, are also introduced.

FIG. 3. ~Upper plot! schemeA of the enantio converter: The populatio
passes from theu3&L state to theu4&D state, while going through a superpo
sition of theu5&S,A states.~Lower plot! schemeB of the enantio converter: In
the first transfer the population passes from theu3&L state to theu5&S,A states.
In the second transfer, it passes from theu5&S,A states to theu3&D state.
oaded 26 May 2011 to 131.193.196.159. Redistribution subject to AIP licen
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The used Rabi frequencies areV3,5S(t)5Vmaxf(t22tp),
V3,5A(t)50.5Vmaxf(t22tp), V4,5S(t)50.4Vmaxf(t) and
V4,5A(t)52Vmaxf(t), with Vmax530 ns21 and f (t) being
identical to the function chosen for the discriminator, as d
cussed in Sec. II. Thus, the conversion of the excited en
tiomer is achieved by choosingV4,5S(t) to have the same
sign asV3,5S(t), andV4,5A(t) to have theoppositesign to
V3,5A(t). This choice guarantees that statesu3&D and u4&L ,
which are nearly degenerate with theu3&L and u4&D states,
respectively, are never populated. This result can be trace
the fact that with our choice of phases, the Rabi frequenc
of the empty states,u3&D and u4&L , form two orthogonal20

vectors to the vectors of Rabi frequencies connected to st
u3&L and u4&D , respectively.

The evolution of the calculated populationspi5uci u2 is
shown in the upper plot of Fig. 4. We see that indeed
process starts in theu3&L state and ends in theu4&D state. The
statesu5&S,A , although being absolutely necessary, never
actually populated during the process. As a result, the c
verter, and, in fact, the entire enantio-purification switch,
immune to dephasing processes that would otherwise des
the coherence of the excited superposition state. For
same reason, the process would be unaffected by dissoci
and/or internal conversion channels, arising otherwise w

FIG. 4. ~Upper plot! time dependence of the transitions in schemeA and
~lower plot! in schemeB of the enantio converter.
se or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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the u5&S,A states belong to an excited electronic state. A f
ther discussion of the dynamics is presented in Ref. 16.

B. Scheme B

The ‘‘enantio converter’’ in schemeB is depicted in the
lower plot of Fig. 3, for the first time. It is directly related t
the method of Ref. 20, as does schemeA, but it uses a se-
quence oftwo two-photon steps,

u3&L→u4&L→u5&, u5&→u4&D→u3&D . ~10!

In the first step, the population in theu3&L state is transferred
to the superposition state u5&5ae2 iv5Stu5&S

1be2 iv5Atu5&A . To this end, we simultaneously apply tw
‘‘dump’’ pulses of Rabi frequenciesV4,5S(t) and V4,5A(t)
with durationtp@(v5S2v5A)21, which resonantly couple
the u4&L states to each of theu5&S and u5&A states. Then, we
apply a single resonant ‘‘pump’’ pulse of Rabi frequen
V3,4(t), which couples statesu3&L and u4&L .

In the second two-photon step, the population in the
perpositionu5& state is transferred to theu3&D state, by repeat-
ing this process with anoppositesequence of pulses. In orde
to achieve the handedness switching in the secondu5&
→u4&D) step, the phase of theV4,5S(A)(t) pulse is shifted by
p relative to its value in the first (u4&L→u5&) step.

We expand the total wave function in a basis compo
of six u3L&, u4L&, u5S&, u5A&, u3D&, u4D& states. The vector o
expansion coefficient is denoted as c(t)
5(c3L ,c4L ,c5S ,c5A ,c3D ,c4D). Given this basis, the effec
tive Hamiltonian matrix is given as

H~ t !53
0 V3,4 0 0 0 0

V3,4* 0 V4,5S V4,5A 0 0

0 V4,5S* 0 0 2V4,5S 0

0 V4,5A* 0 0 V4,5A 0

0 0 2V4,5S* V4,5A* 0 2V3,4*

0 0 0 0 2V3,4 0

4 .

~11!
The Hamiltonian matrix has a similar form to other coupl
STIRAP systems.21

As in the schemeA,16 the Hamiltonian given by Eq.~11!
has two zero and four nonzero6AuV3,4u212uV4,5S(A)u2 ei-
genvalues. The zero eigenvalues correspond to two d
states with the coefficients

c1~ t !5~22V4,5A,0,V3,4* /r 8,V3,4* ,0,0!,
~12!

c2~ t !5~0,0,2V3,4* ,r 8* V3,4* ,0,0,2V4,5S* !,

with r 85V4,5S/V4,5A. Again, the system can follow two
possible paths with final states of opposite handedness.

Assuming for simplicity thatr 851, we have that in the
beginning of the first step (t50), only the dark state given in
terms of thec1 vector correlates with the initial stateu3&L . At
the end of the first step, the same dark state correlates
the c1(tend)5(0,0,1,1,0,0) vector; hence, at the end of t
first step the final population resides in theu5&S1u5&A state.
In the second step (u5&→u4&D→u3&D), we flip the phase of
V4,5A in order to haver 8521. Now, the above statec1(tend)
oaded 26 May 2011 to 131.193.196.159. Redistribution subject to AIP licen
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correlates initially with thec2 dark state of the second ste
Therefore, the population is transferred toc2(tend8 )
5(0,0,0,0,0,1), corresponding to theu3&D state of opposite
handedness to that of the initial state of the first step. T
population transfer is robust with respect to variation of t
magnitude of the ratior 8, i.e., the systembifurcatesbetween
the two final states, similarly to the schemeA.

We have performed simulations with the Rabi freque
cies: V4,5S(t)5Vmax

„f (t)2 f (t26tp)…, V4,5A(t)
50.5Vmax

„f (t)1 f (t26tp)…, V3,4(t)5Vmax
„f (t22tp)

1 f (t24tp)…, with f (t) and Vmax as in schemeA. Notice,
the shift byp of the phase of the pump pulseV4,5S(t), which
is centered att56tp , in the second step.

The evolution of thepi populations is shown in the
lower plot of Fig. 4. We see that indeed a complete popu
tion transfer from theu3&L to u3&D state occurs by the se
quence of events described above. We note that the pop
tions of theu5&S,A states are nearly the same, independen
the V4,5S /V4,5A ratio of the Rabi frequencies. This is due
the symmetry of a six-level scheme with two pairs of dege
erateL, D states.21

C. Comparison of two bifurcation schemes

The enantio converter of schemeB, schematically shown
in Fig. 5 ~right!, is topologically equivalent to the six-leve
scheme21 of Fig. 5 ~left!. It is interesting to discuss briefly
the similarities and differences between these two schem
The scheme of Ref. 21~left panel! uses Rabi frequencie
Vab5VcdÞVac5Vbd . The population goes from theu i &
state, via theua& state, to either of theub& or uc& states,
depending on theVab /Vac ratio of the Rabi frequencies
Notice that this transfer shows a bifurcation behavior, sim
to that seen in schemesA andB. If we add another~delayed!
time-reversed sequence of two pulses, the population tran
can continue to stateu f & or return to stateu i &. In particular, if
we switch theratio Vab /Vac5Vcd /Vbd , the population
proceedsto stateu f & rather than proceeding tou i & for the
former ratio.

On the right-hand panel, we show schemeB with Vab

5VbdÞVac52Vcd . This scheme thus operates in the r
gime of instability of the scheme on the left-hand panel, w
the important difference that in this case the elements inone

FIG. 5. ~Left panel! the bifurcation scheme from Ref. 22. The absolu
values of the Rabi frequencies areVab5VcdÞVac5Vbd and V ia5V f d .
~Right panel! the enantio converter schemeB, described above. Here th
coupling strengths areVab5VbdÞVac5Vcd andV ia5V f d .
se or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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of the branches have an opposite sign (Vac52Vcd). As a
result, theub& or uc& states become equally populated at t
end of the first transition, in contrast to the scheme on
left. On the other hand, if we add another sequence of pu
with reversed order, the population transfer can continue
stateu f & or return to stateu i &, as the scheme of the left-han
panel. The population wouldproceedto stateu f & if we switch
the signs of the transition elements,Vac8 52Vac and Vcd8
52Vcd (Vac8 52Vcd8 ). The population willreturn to theu i &
state if the signs are kept unchanged. We thus see that t
two schemes correspond to two regimes of evolution g
erned by the same topology.

IV. CALCULATIONS OF THE MOLECULAR
ATTRIBUTES OF D2S2

In Fig. 1, we have shown the enantiomers of the~tran-
siently chiral! D2S2 molecule, for which the enantio
purification switch is computationally demonstrated
Secs. II and III. In order to operate the switch in D2S2 ,
we have used five pairs of rovibrational state
$1L,1D,2L,2D,3L,3D,4L,4D,5S,5A%, which we explicitly intro-
duce in this section.

In Fig. 6 ~up! we show the molecule with its molecule
fixed z axis oriented parallel to the principal axis with th
smallest moment of inertia, conventionally named thec axis

FIG. 6. The orientation of the D2S2 molecule fixed frame~upper part!.
Contour line plot of the two-dimensional potential energy surface includ
points with energy up to 14 000 cm21 ~lower part!.
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of the molecule, and the molecule-fixedy axis oriented par-
allel to the S–S bond.~We denote the molecule-fixed axesx,
y, z by lowercase letters.!

D2S2 has six vibrational degrees of freedom, of whic
the large-amplitude torsional motion of the D atoms ab
the S–S bond is the relevant one for stereo mutation. Acco
ing to our ab initio electronic structure calculations, whic
we present in detail below, there are two torsional ste
mutation barriers, one in thecis configuration and one in the
trans configuration, whose heights are;2700 and;1900
cm21, respectively. D2S2 hasC2 symmetry at its equilibrium
structure, but due to the possibility of tunneling through t
two barriers, the use of the higher symmetry groupG2h

† for
classifying the energy levels is required.22,23 However, since
thecis potential energy barrier is about 800 cm21 higher than
the transbarrier, we may consider it insuperable and use
approximateC2h symmetry group instead ofG2h

† .
A one-dimensional cut of the ground electronic potent

energy surface along the stereo-mutation path over thetrans
barrier is shown in Fig. 1. The tunneling splitting of th
lowest torsional level, which is not known experimentally,
predicted by our calculations to be;1029 cm21, corre-
sponding to enantiomeric lifetime of 33 ms. Thus, althou
D2S2 is not a chiral molecule in the conventional sense
molecular configuration described by superposition of
lowest torsional states, localized in one minimum of t
double well potential, would stay chiral for sufficiently lon
times to be detected.

Optical transitions between the torsional D2S2 eigen-
states, relevant to the stereo mutation, are induced only
thez component of the dipole moment. The existence of su
transitions is, however, insufficient for the realization of t
enantio-purification switch in D2S2 because, as we discus
below, transitions due to thex andy dipole moment compo-
nents are also necessary.

It turns out that the antisymmetric S–D stretching mo
allows, in general, forx andy transitions. Moreover, due to
the large frequency difference between the torsion and
antisymmetric S–D stretching mode, it is reasonable to
sume that their eigenstates are dynamically decoupled
least for the lower-energy levels, which can be further us
in our study. This assumption is supported by our results
we discuss below. We therefore study the enan
purification switch by explicitly considering the molecula
configuration space of the torsional mode about the S
bond and the S–D antisymmetric stretch.

A. Ab initio potential energy surface

We have calculated the potential energy surface of
configuration space as a function of two coordinates, o
being the dihedral anglet between the two DSS planes, d
scribing the torsion around the S–S bond, and the othes
[R12R2 , being the asymmetric S–D stretching motio
For this purporse, the coupled-cluster method includ
single and double excitations and a correction due to c
nected triple excitations, named CCSD~T!24 has been used
The basis set employed is the correlated-consistent polar

g
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basis, namedcc-pVTZ,25 with 96 contracted functions. Al
calculations have been performed using theGAUSSIAN 98

package.26

Calculations were carried out for a two-dimensional g
composed of 121t points ranging between 0°<t<360° and
61s points ranging as20.5 Å<s<0.5 Å. Due to the fact
that only the first excited level of the asymmetric S–
stretching mode is used in the enantio-purification schem
we avoid the computationally expensive full geometry op
mization at the CCSD~T! level of theory for each$t,s% point
as follows: The energy profile for thes50 minimum energy
torsional path is fully relaxed with respect to all other coo
dinates; forsÞ0 values, at eacht value, we increase on
S–D bond length and decrease the other S–D bond lengt
the same amount~subjected to theusu<0.5 Å constraint!,
while keeping all other coordinates fixed at theirs50 ~mini-
mum energy path! relaxed values.

Although this procedure is expected to somewhat ov
estimate the asymmetric vibrational frequency, the enan
purification switch is not sensitive to the particular value
this frequency. Moreover, the electric dipole moments
tained with the corresponding eigenfunctions should be
nor influenced and it is expected to have practically no eff
on the stereo-mutation dynamics due to the large freque
difference of the two modes. A contour plot of the tw
dimensional potential energy surface is shown in Fig
~down!. It includes points up to 14 000 cm21 above the po-
tential energy minimum.

Thecis andtransconformers of D2S2 correspond tot50
andt5180° ats50, respectively. Table I presents the op
mized bond lengths and bond angles for the equilibratedcis
and trans molecular structures, showing good agreem
with the experimental data.28 The ab initio energies of all
D2S2 conformers are also given in Table I. We find thecis
barrier to be 2642 cm21 and thetrans barrier to be 1894
cm21 above the potential energy minimum, while the expe
mental values are;2800 and;2000 cm21, respectively.27

Table I also contains theab initio calculated harmonic
frequencies at the equilibrium configuration for the six vib

TABLE I. Absolute energy and optimized structural parameters for the e
librium, thecis and thetransconformers of D2S2 ~energyE in Hartree, bond
lengths in Å, and angles in degrees!. Harmonic frequencies~in cm21! at
equilibrium are also presented. The assignments, withst referring to stretch-
ing and b to bending, areñ15sym. st ~S–D!, ñ25sym. b ~S–S–D!, ñ3

5st ~D–D!, ñ45torsion, ñ55asym.st ~S–D!, ñ65asym.b ~S–S–D!. Cor-
responding experimental values in parentheses.

t E S–D S–S / ~SSD!

0 ~cis! 2796.659 439 5 1.3404 2.1387 95.8564
90.55~equil.! 2796.671 479 1 1.3444 2.0825 97.7100
~90.34a! ~1.3421a! ~2.0564a! ~97.88a!
180 ~trans! 2796.662 846 1 1.3413 2.1283 92.5574

Harmonic frequencies at equilibrium
ñ1 1920.17 ñ4 308.34~306b!

ñ2 647.45 ñ5 1923.00~1863b!
ñ3 514.64 ñ6 639.11

aFrom Ref. 28
bFrom Ref. 29.
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tional modes of D2S2 , designated as follows:ñ1 is the sym-
metric S–D stretching,ñ2 is the symmetricS–S–Dbending,
ñ3 is the D–D stretching,ñ4 is the torsional mode,ñ5 is the
asymmetric S–D stretching, andñ6 is the asymmetric
S–S–Dbending mode. The only experimental data29 known
to us are tabulated in parentheses next to the correspon
ab initio values. The calculated torsional frequency is ve
close to the experimental value, in spite of the fact that t
sion is a large-amplitude anharmonic motion.

The ab initio rotational constants are~in GHz! Ae

576.150 25,Be56.401 46, andCe56.399 61, which imply
an asymmetric parameterk defined by23

k[
2Be2Ae2Ce

Ae2Ce
, ~13!

of 20.999 946 9, as compared to the experimental value
k520.999 999 3. Thus, D2S2 is an almost prolate symmetri
top.

B. Rotational eigenstates

The rotational eigenstates are calculated within the ri
rotor approximation using parity adapted symmetric t
eigenfunctions, defined by11

Dl,M
J,p ~f,u,x![tlA2J11

8p2
„Dl,M

J ~f,u,x!

1p~21!lD2l,M
J ~f,u,x!…. ~14!

Here,Dl,M
J (f,u,x) are the rotational matrices,30 whereJ is

the total angular momentum,M is its projection on the labo-
ratoryZ axis ~we use capital letters to denote the laborato
fixed axes!, and l is its projection on the molecule-fixedz
axis, p561, tl5221/2 for l.0 andtl51/2 for l50.

The rotational eigenvalues forJ50, 1, 2, using the
asymmetric topKa , Kc notation (Ka andKc are the projec-
tion of the total angular momentumJ on thea andc molecu-
lar principal axes!, are given in Table II. We used the rota
tional constants obtained by ourab initio calculations. We
find that the expansion of each asymmetric top eigenfunc
uJ Ka Kc& ~where theM quantum number is suppressed! in
terms of the parity adapted symmetric top eigenfunctio
includes essentially only oneulu. This fact further shows tha
D2S2 is essentially a prolate symmetric top. Thus, theDl,M

J,p

functions of Eq.~14! approximate well the rotational eigen
function of D2S2 ~at least for the lowJ values studied here!.

i-TABLE II. Rotational eigenvaluesE for J50, 1, 2 for the asymmetric top
D2S2 ~in cm21! within the rigid rotor approximation, using theab initio
rotational constants.

J KaKc E J KaKc E J KaKc E

0 0 0 0.0 1 1 0 2.753 63 2 1 1 3.607 68
1 0 1 0.427 00 2 0 2 1.280 99 2 2 1 10.587 3
1 1 1 2.753 57 2 1 2 3.607 50 2 2 0 10.587 3
se or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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C. Vibrational eigenstates

The vibrational eigenstates are obtained using
Hamiltonian31,32 for zero angular momentum, in terms o
generalized vibrational coordinates$q1 ,q2 ,...% and general-
ized conjugate momenta$p1 ,p2 ,...%, pj[]qj

[2 i\]/]qj .
It is given by

H~q1 ,q2 ,...!5 1
2 (

qj ,qk

]qj
Gqjqk~q1 ,q2 ,...!]qk

1u~q1 ,q2 ,...!1V~q1 ,q2 ,...!. ~15!

Here,V is the potential energy andu is the ‘‘pseudopoten-
tial,’’

u~q1 ,q2 ,...!5
\2

8 (
j ,k

]

]qj
H Gjk

] lnugu
]qk

J
1

1

4

] lnugu
]qj

Gjk

] lnugu
]qk

, ~16!

whereugu is the determinant of the covariant vibrational me
ric tensorg given by

gjk5(
a

ma

]xWa

]qj
"
]xWa

]qk
. ~17!

In Eqs. ~15!, ~16!, G is the contravariant metric tensor, d
fined by

Gq1q25(
a

ma
21 ]q1

]xWa
•

]q2

]xWa
, ~18!

and related tog by

G5~g2CTI21C!21. ~19!

Here,C denotes the Coriolis coupling matrix (T stands for
transpose! and I denotes the instantaneous tensor of iner
The I andC matrices are given by

I ab5(
a

ma~eWa3xWa!"~eWb3xWa!,

~20!

Ca j5(
a

ma~eWa3xWa!"
]xWa

]qj
.

In Eqs. ~17!–~20!, ma is the mass of theath atom in the
molecule,eWa (a5x,y,z) are the unit vectors in the cente
of-mass molecule-fixed frame, andxWa denotes the Cartesia
coordinate vector of theath atom in this frame.

We determine the vibrational eigenvalues usi
an equidistant discrete variable representat
~Chebyshev-DVR!33,34 of the two-dimensional Hamiltonian
of Eq. ~15!, in the coordinates$t,s%. A computation of the
aboveg, G, andu is performed using the Cartesian coord
nates of the molecular structures in the two-dimensional c
figuration space. These coordinates are obtained from
bond lengths, bond angles, and dihedral angles an
‘‘ Z-matrix,’’35 i.e., a system of local polar coordinates wide
used in quantum chemistry, e.g., in theGAUSSIAN

programs.26 The Z matrix was also used in previou
studies35–39 for the computation of the kinetic energy oper
tor and the pseudopotential. The vibrational eigenstates
oaded 26 May 2011 to 131.193.196.159. Redistribution subject to AIP licen
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tained in the two-dimensional configuration space are labe
by $v4 ,v5%, wherev4 denotes the torsional andv5 stands for
the asymmetric S–D stretching mode quantum number,
spectively. We always assume that thecis barrier is insuper-
able (C2h symmetry! in our calculations, unless otherwis
stated.

In order to understand better the dynamical coupling
tween the torsion and the asymmetric S–D stretching mo
we consider two cuts of the two-dimensional potential e
ergy at t590.55° ands50 Å, calculate the eigenstates i
these two, one-dimensional subspaces, and compare th
genvalues obtained in the two- and one-dimensional calc
tions. In the one-dimensional cases, we denote the eigen
ues by$v5% and$v4%.

The energy values~in cm21! of levels with one torsional
or one asymmetric S–D stretching quantum are given
Table III. The energies of the$1,0% and $0,1% states, calcu-
lated for the$t,s% subspace, are tabulated in column ‘‘2D
In column ‘‘1D’’ we tabulate the$v4% and $v5% eigenvalues
obtained from one-dimensional potential cuts ats50 and at
t590.55, respectively. The corresponding tunneling sp
tings~in cm21! are given in parentheses. We see that the o
and two-dimensional results essentially coincide. This p
vides evidence that the asymmetric S–D stretching mod
only weakly coupled to the torsional motion, at least at t
low-energy end of the spectrum.

Furthermore, in order to estimate the error incurred
the 2-D calculations, due to the fact that atsÞ0 the other
degrees of freedom were not fully relaxed~they use relaxed
values ats50), we have repeated theab initio calculation
for a fully relaxed cut along the asymmetric S–D stretchi
coordinates, in which the torsional angle was frozen at i
equilibrium value oft590.55°. Using the potential curv
thus obtained, we have calculated the$v551% energy, which
was found to be 1922.16 cm21. As expected, this value is
lower than the$0,1% eigenvalue obtained in the partially re
laxed calculations. It is essentially identical to theab initio
harmonic frequency of thev5 mode~see Table I!. From this
we conclude that the$0,1% eigenvalue obtained from the pa
tially relaxed 2-D potential surface is about 20 cm21 higher
than the fully relaxed value, representing a~minor! relative
error of 1%.

We next focus on the pure torsional eigenstatesv5

50), which are of primary interest to our enantio
purification calculations. Energy eigenvalues for such sta
are presented in Table IV. Results obtained within the tw
dimensional subspace are compared with results using
torsional minimum energy path~one-dimensional potentia

TABLE III. The ñ4 and ñ5 frequencies, obtained by two-dimensional an
one-dimensional calculations, are presented, as well as the correspo
level splittings~in parentheses! induced by tunneling (C2h symmetry!. ~See
the text for a discussion.!

2D 1D

$1,0% 296.36(231027) $v451% 296.20(231027)
$0,1% 1945.74(131029) $v551% 1945.22
se or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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TABLE IV. Torsional energy eigenvaluesE and splittings~in cm21! for the S andA components of thev450,...,5 levels calculated in the two-dimension
potential surface@2-D (C2h), only eigenstates withv550] and in the one-dimensional potential energy cut ats50 @1-D (C2h) and 1-D (G2h

† )]. DE denotes
the energy difference~in cm21! between the first two and the last two states of a torsional level~quartet! in the case ofG2h

† symmetry.~See the text for a
discussion.!

v4 S/A 2D (C2h) 1D (C2h) 1D (G2h
† )

E E E DE
0 S 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

A (1029) (1029) (1029) 0.0
1 S 296.3594 296.2046 296.2046 1029

A (231027) (231027) (231027) 1027

2 S 579.5212 578.1195 578.1195 1027

A (1025) (1025) (231025) 231027

3 S 848.4011 845.0467 845.0467 1025

A (631024)a (531024) (531024) 1025

4 S 1101.4162 1095.7998 1095.7998 631025

A (231022) (231022) (231022) 1023

5 S 1337.3960 1329.3639 1329.3634 531024

A (3.831021) (3.431021) (3.431021) 331023

aExpt. value: 0.0003 cm21 41.
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energy cut ats50) for C2h symmetry, as well asG2h
† ~al-

lowing for tunneling through thecis barrier!.
Within the C2h symmetry group, eachv4 level has two

components~doublet!, with the energetically lower membe
labeled asS and the higher member labeled asA. In Table
IV, we give theS member~given in cm21 relative to the
ground state! of the v450,...,5 energy level doublets. In pa
rentheses, we present the doublet splitting, i.e., the en
difference between theS and theA states in each double
Although the actual energies of theS members of thev4

doublets obtained in the 2-D and 1-D calculations dif
somewhat~especially for the higherv4 values!, the splittings
of all the v4 doublets coincide almost exactly in the tw
calculations. This fact is further evidence that the torsio
mode is weakly coupled to the antisymmetric S–D mode
the low part of the spectrum.

We also briefly study the one-dimensional case, in wh
tunneling is allowed through thecis barrier (G2h

† symmetry!
and present the results in Table IV. Extending toG2h

† sym-
metry, eachS andA member of av4 doublet splits into two
states, i.e., withinG2h

† symmetry eachv4 level consists of
four closely spaced eigenstates~quartet!. In this case we de-
note byS the lowest eigenstate of the lower doublet and byA
the lowest eigenstate of the upper doublet of states with
v4 quartet. The eigenvalues of theSandA states in all quar-
tets are practically identical to the corresponding values
tained in theC2h symmetry. Furthermore, the splitting in th
lower or upper doublet of a quartet is always one order
oaded 26 May 2011 to 131.193.196.159. Redistribution subject to AIP licen
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magnitude smaller than the energy difference between
two doublets. A notable exception is the upper doublet of
v451 quartet, for which the corresponding values are co
parable, though very small in magnitude.

In the absence of experimental data for the tunnel
splittings~except of thev453 doublet; see Table IV!, we can
only compare our 1-D (C2h) results with similar
calculations.40–41 However, only Ref. 41 reports result
~which are in very good agreement with our calculations! of
sufficient accuracy for this work.

D. Localized-chiral and delocalized-symmetry-
adapted states

Two different proposals for the ‘‘enantio-purificatio
switch’’ are introduced above. Both include five pairs
states given in Table V as a product of a vibrational pa
$v4 ,v5%, and a rotational part,uJ,Ka ,Kc ,M &. However, the
identity of some of them is different in the two schemes.
both schemes, chiral states,ukL& and ukD&, defined as

uk&L,D5
1

A2
~ uk&S6uk&A), k51,...,4, ~21!

for the first four pairs are used.
The uk&L↔uk&D interconversion of statesk51,...,3 ac-

companying the corresponding tunneling splittings~see
Table V! occurs within 33 ms–3.3ms for schemeB and
within 33–0.165 ms for schemeA. For k54 this rate is 0.05
ric
TABLE V. The five eigenstate pairs (C2h symmetry! used in the enantio-purification schemesA and B, the energy of the corresponding lower symmet
componentES with respect to the zero-point energy and the tunneling splittingDES,A for each pair.~Energy values are in cm21.!

u i & v4 v5 J KaKc M ES DES,A Scheme

u1& 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 1029 A, B
u2& 0 1 1 0 1 21 1947.0583 1029 A, B
u3& 1 0 1 1 1 0 299.1130 231027 B
u3& 2 0 1 1 1 0 582.2748 1025 A
u4& 3 0 0 0 0 0 848.4011 631024 A, B
u5& 5 0 1 1 1 0 1340.1496 3.831021 A, B
se or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 7. The chiralk51,...,4 vibrational wave functions~from top to bottom!
in schemeA. Thin and thick lines denote negative and positive probabi
amplitudes, respectively.
oaded 26 May 2011 to 131.193.196.159. Redistribution subject to AIP licen
ms in both schemes. Thus, pulses of ns duration access
members of each of thek51,...,4 doublets, thus justifying
using theL andD states in our calculation.

The vibrational part of the statesuk&L,D , k51,...,4 used
in schemeA are shown in Fig. 7~from top to bottom!. We
see that indeed theL states are well localized on the left-han
~t,180°! part of the potential energy surface and theD
states are well localized on the right~t.180°!. On the other
hand, theu5&S,A states have the splittingDES,A

5 50.38 cm21

and ns laser pulses should be separately tuned to eac
them. These states are delocalized over the whole pote
energy surface, as shown in Fig. 8.

On the basis of Table V, it is clear that use of theC2h

symmetry instead of theG2h
† symmetry is totally justified,

because the additional tiny splitting due to the possibility
tunneling through thetrans barrier have no effect on the
dynamics at the ns pulse durations considered. Further ju
fication is also based on symmetry arguments.27

E. Electric dipole moment surface
and matrix elements

At each point of the two-dimensional grid of the co
figuration space considered here, the electric dipole mom

FIG. 8. The achiralS ~upper part! and A ~lower part! vibrational wave
functions belonging to the fifth pair of states, common to schemesA andB.
Thin and thick lines denotes negative and positive probability amplitu
respectively.
se or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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of the corresponding molecular structure was calculated
the coupled-cluster level of theory, including only doub
excitations, CCD.24 We have used the same basis set as in
potential energy surface calculations.

Contour plots of thex, y, andz components of the elec
tric dipole in the molecule-fixed framemW m are shown in Fig.
9. Thex andy components are symmetric with respect to t
torsional anglet and antisymmetric with respect tos, while
for thez component it is exactly opposite. The magnitude
the z component is usually one order of magnitude larg
than thex and y components, leading to strong transitio
between the torsional eigenstates.

FIG. 9. Contour plots of thex, y, andz components~from top to bottom! of
the electric dipole surface in the molecule-fixed frame.
oaded 26 May 2011 to 131.193.196.159. Redistribution subject to AIP licen
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Defining the laboratory axes to be oriented along th
mutually perpendicular laser polarization directions, we o
tain the electric dipole operator in the laboratory frame,m i j

,

(,5X,Y,Z),

m i j
X5~m i j

212m i j
1 !/A2, m i j

Y52 i ~m i j
211m i j

1 !/A2,
~22!

m i j
Z 5m i j

0 ,

by transforming the electric dipole operator defined in t
molecule-fixed frame,

m̃ i j
~61!5~7m̃ i j

x 1 i m̃ i j
y !/A2, m̃ i j

0 5m̃ i j
z , ~23!

and using30

m i j
r 5 (

s521,0,1
m̃ i j

s Dr,s
1 ~f,u,x!, r521,0,1, ~24!

whereDr,s
1 (f,u,x) are the rotational matrices forJ51, as

defined by Edmonds.30

The m i j
, (,5X,Y,Z) dipole matrix elements used in a

calculations are given in Table VI. They are calculated us
the wave functions of the corresponding rovibrational sta
obtained as discussed above and the dipole operators g
by Eq.~22!. In Table VI it is shown that the transitions in th
enantio discriminator are induced by three mutually perp
dicular linearly polarized fileds. This is needed in order
obtain a closed loop of transitions starting from the grou
rovibrational state of D2S2 . We, thus, also avoid deleteriou
averaging of the angular momentum directions.11 Finally, all
transitions in the enantio-converter schemesA andB are in-
duced by theZ component of the dipole moment.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a two-step optical enan
purification switch, composed of an enantio discrimina
and an enantio converter. In the enantio-discriminator s
only one enantiomer is excited, depending on the phas
the laser fields used. In the enantio-converter step, this
ticular enantiomer excited is converted to its mirror-imag
form. In this way an entire racemic mixture can be conver
to a single enantiomer.

TABLE VI. Nonvanishing laboratory-fixed electric dipole matrix elemen
m i j

, (,5X6 iY,Z) ~in 1023 Debye) used in our calculations. The releva
enantio-purification scheme~A or B! is given in parentheses.

m1L2L

X2 iY m2L3L

X1 iY m3L1L

Z m3L4L

Z

(2525 i )A2(B) (20.310.3 i )A2(B) 55 ~B! 9 ~B!

(2525 i )A2(A) (20.310.3 i )A2(A) 3 ~A!

m4L5S

Z m4L5A

Z m3L5S

Z m3L5A

Z

9 (A,B) 9 (A,B) 2 ~A! 2 ~A!

m1D2D

X2 iY m2D3D

X1 iY m3D1D

Z m3D4L

Z

(2515 i )A2(B) (20.320.3 i )A2(B) 255 ~B! 29 ~B!

(2515 i )A2(A) (20.320.3 i )A2(A) 23 ~A!

m4D5S

Z m4D5A

Z m3D5S

Z m3D5A

Z

29 (A,B) 9 (A,B) 22 ~A! 22 ~A!
se or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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Downl
The process is robust with respect to the laser par
eters. The main requirement in the presence of collisi
with an environment is for the duration of the laser pulses
be shorter than theT2 dephasing andT1 collisional relax-
ation times. With the ns laser pulses considered here, th
usually the case in the gas phase.

We have only considered purifying low-temperature
cemic mixtures for which only the lowest rovibrational sta
of each enantiomer is being populated. One can also pu
racemic mixtures at higher temperatures, where more st
are initially populated by repeating the present enan
purification scheme several times. The depletion of a sin
state of a given enantiomer will cause, due to thermal equ
bration, other states of the same enantiomer to be deple
After several applications of this enantio-purification swit
the entire thermal population of one enantiomer will be co
verted to the other.
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